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GOLD’N PLUMP® LAUNCHES NEW ATTRIBUTES FOR ALL NATURAL LINE IN MINNESOTA
AND TOOL TO HELP DEFINE NEW LABEL CLAIMS
The brand’s All Natural line adds No Antibiotics–Ever and American Humane Certified™
attributes, while its new Chicken Label Insights Study reveals 62 percent of chicken shoppers are
confused by food labels.
SAINT CLOUD, Minn. (July 11, 2016) — GoodChickenMission.com — Gold’n Plump®, the flagship
brand of the Midwest’s leading chicken producer GNP Company® with locations in Cold Spring,
Luverne and St. Cloud, Minn., has added two new attributes to its All Natural chicken products:
No Antibiotics–Ever and the American Humane Certified™ farm program seal. The first Gold’n
Plump products featuring both of these claims are in stores now. There are now 25 items in
distribution with plans to gradually extend these attributes to the entire Gold’n Plump line.
“The demand for products raised humanely and without antibiotics ever is growing,” said Rory
Bidinger, brand manager for Gold’n Plump. A majority of Gold’n Plump All Natural products,
including small and family packs of boneless skinless chicken breasts and chicken thighs, in
addition to ground chicken, now carry both the No Antibiotics–Ever claim and American
Humane Certified seal. The brand’s value-added retail and deli products will fully transition by
the end of 2019.
Gold’n Plump can be purchased at grocery stores and supermarkets throughout Minnesota. For
exact locations, see the Where to Buy store locator.
Not All Antibiotics Claims the Same
The company says its Gold’n Plump brand will be one of the first mainstream chicken brands to
transition its entire product line to be raised without antibiotics of any kind. “Not all antibiotic
claims are created equal,” explains Bidinger. “Many companies are making statements about
eliminating the use of antibiotics medically important to humans. Our All Natural Gold’n Plump
products feature No Antibiotics–Ever—which means no antibiotics of any kind have been used.”
The USDA only allows products sourced from chickens never-ever given antibiotics their entire
lives, including when inside the egg, to be labeled as “No Antibiotics–Ever.”
Humane Care Becomes Certified
As Gold’n Plump transitions to a No Antibiotics–Ever product line, the products will also be
officially certified by the American Humane Certified farm program. “Since 2013, we’ve been
auditing our contracted family farm partners and grow-out barns—including those responsible
for the care of Gold’n Plump flocks. The official certification of Gold’n Plump formalizes our
already steadfast belief in humane care.”
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For products to display the American Humane Certified seal, all animal care, handling and
processing practices must pass independent, third-party audits each year by meeting or
exceeding the farm program’s more than 200 rigorous requirements.
Confusion Over Claims Growing
Bidinger also notes that as demand for these attributes grows, so has confusion about what
these claims actually mean—according to the findings of the Gold’n Plump Chicken Label
Insights Study1 of 1,000 primary grocery shoppers of chicken across the U.S.
Findings about Minnesota Chicken Shoppers from the Gold’n Plump Study
62 percent are confused by package claims.
27 percent are confused by chicken label claims.
34 percent are confused by all the different antibiotics claims about chicken.
20 percent are confused by all the different humanely raised claims about chicken.

Specifically, the study found the majority of chicken shoppers are confused by package claims.
Most food labels confuse 62 percent of shoppers; chicken label claims confuse 27 percent of
shoppers. The study also found:
• Many shoppers don’t trust labeling claims. Though 38 percent look for certain labeling
claims on chicken, 26 percent don’t trust them.
• More than half (55 percent) of shoppers are regularly or sometimes overwhelmed when
evaluating food product labels while grocery shopping. Men somewhat less so (44
percent) than women (60 percent).
• More time reading the label doesn’t dispel confusion. Most shoppers (60 percent) spend
more time reading the labels of new products, yet 38 percent of those spending more
time are still confused.
• Some claims are more problematic. Nearly 1 in 3 (30 percent) is confused by all the
different antibiotics claims about chicken. Just 1 in 4 (27 percent) is confused by all the
different humanely raised claims about chicken.
• Antibiotic use and humanely raised claims may aid in purchase. Many shoppers (36
percent) say No Antibiotics–Ever is important to them when buying chicken. Humanely
raised means higher quality for nearly 32 percent of shoppers and just over 33 percent of
shoppers agree that humanely raised on the label encourages their purchase.
• Humane certification claims are important. Regardless of the humanely raised claim
being made, many agree (42 percent) that the claims must be certified to trust them.
Based on these findings, Gold’n Plump created tools to simplify and define chicken label claims.
The first is the Gold’n Plump Chicken Checklist, a printable tool to help shoppers with easy-tounderstand definitions, allowing them to better understand their options and make more
informed decisions when shopping the meat department. The second tool is an online tutorial of
a chicken package featuring explanations of the main label claims on the All Natural line of
Gold’n Plump products. Both the checklist and tutorial are now accessible via online and mobile
phone by visiting GoodChickenMission.com.
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Gold’n Plump Chicken Labels Insights Study, conducted online by Qualtrics March-April 2016. Included 1,000 U.S.
consumers, aged 18+, who regularly purchase fresh, uncooked chicken and do the majority of their household’s grocery
shopping.
1,

About Gold'n Plump® Chicken | Good Chicken is Our Mission®
Gold'n Plump® is distributed nationally by St. Cloud, Minn.-based GNP Company, a provider of premium branded and custom chicken
products to retail, deli and foodservice customers. The Gold’n Plump brand's good chicken mission centers on being truly all natural,
highly trimmed and free of unwanted solution, skin and parts. To learn more about the Gold'n Plump brand and its products as well as
find great recipes, general cooking and safe handling tips and nutrition information, visit GoldnPlump.com. Find Gold’n Plump on
Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and YouTube.
About GNP Company® | Dedicated to Healthy Food, Families & Farms.
Based in St. Cloud, MN, GNP Company is a provider of premium branded and custom chicken products to retail, deli and foodservice
customers nationally. Founded by E.M. Helgeson in 1926 and purchased in 2013 by Maschhoff Family Foods, GNP Company remains
family-owned. It distributes products under the Just BARE® and Gold’n Plump® brand names. Together, the company’s more than 1,700
team members and 360 family farm partners in Minnesota and Wisconsin provide enough chicken for about 5 million consumers annually.
For more information about the company and its mission of “dedicated to healthy food, families and farms,” visit GNPCompany.com.

